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geography and peopleS1

Liberia is located on the Atlantic coast in West Africa and encompasses a territory of 43,000 square 
miles.1 The country shares borders with Sierra Leone to the northwest, Guinea to the north, and Côte 
d’Ivoire to the east.2 The country is rich in natural resources including iron ore, timber, diamonds, and 
gold, and provides a favorable environment for growing rubber trees.3

Liberia is divided into 15 counties whose territories correspond in some measure to territories claimed 
by particular Liberian ethnic groups.4 The population in 2008 was estimated to be 3,489,072.5 English 
is the official language of Liberia, although more than 20 indigenous languages and a form of English 
known as Liberian English are also widely used.6

Although Liberia is a small country, it has an ethnically diverse population. Ethnicity in Liberia, 
sometimes referred to as tribal identity, is a complex and often artificial notion,7 just as it is in other 
parts of Africa and the world.8 At least 95 percent of the population is of indigenous African origin.9 A 
defining feature of Liberia’s recent social, cultural, and political history is that a small proportion, less 
than five percent, of its population consists of descendants of repatriated Africans, including freed 

1  The audience for this report includes some individuals who have in-depth personal knowledge of Liberia and others 
who may be learning for the first time about Liberia, including its people, history, and the recent conflict. Accordingly, the 
following background and historical overview provides context for later sections of this report. This information is not 
intended as a definitive discussion of Liberian history and culture.
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slaves from the Americas and the Caribbean, free-born African-Americans, and Africans captured 
from slave ships on the high seas.10

This latter group, also known as Americo-Liberians, settlers, or Congo,11 forms one of the 17 generally 
recognized sociocultural groups in Liberia.12 The other 16 groups include indigenous Africans based 
on cultural and linguistic similarities, specifically the Gbandi, Bassa, Gio, Dei, Gola, Grebo, Kissi, 
Kpelle, Kru, Kuwaa (Belle), Loma, Ma (Mano), Mandingo, Mende, Vai, and Krahn.13 According 
to Liberian historians, “intermarriage, modern education and westernized Christianity, Islam and 
other foreign influences have blurred some of the distinctions” between these sociocultural groups.14 
These indigenous groups arrived in Liberia in waves beginning in 6000 B.C.E. and have cross-
border ties with similar ethnic communities in other West African countries.15 The last group to 
arrive was the Americo-Liberian settlers in the nineteenth century.16 Liberia also has a significant 
Lebanese community. People of Lebanese descent, and all other people of non-African descent, are 
not permitted to hold Liberian citizenship even if born in Liberia.17
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key featureS of liBerian culture

Liberia is a largely rural country, with the exception of the capital city, Monrovia.18 Most Liberians 
have strong ties to towns and villages outside the capital. These rural communities are generally 
the center of extended family, or kinship groups. Ties to an extended family network are critically 
important in Liberian culture and often form the foundation upon which local and national political 
governance is built.19 

Liberian society is also characterized by veneration of elders and patriarchy. Councils of male elders 
generally are decision-makers in a given community.20 The oldest male relative is the leader and 
decision-maker for the family group. Many communities, however, also seek the advice and input of 
councils of women elders.21

Leadership in Liberian communities is often expressed through membership in so-called “secret” 
societies. Such membership institutions exist in both the Americo-Liberian and indigenous 
sociocultural groups. The two most widely known indigenous secret societies are the Sande (for 
women) and Poro (for men). These societies, found among groups including the Vai, Gola, Dei, 
Mende, Gbandi, Loma and Kpelle, serve as institutions to acculturate youth and “formally carry them 
through the rite of passage from child to adult.”22 Poro and Sande are the most widely known because 
they are in fact the least secret – often all adult members of a community are initiates.23 Other more 
secretive societies with clandestine membership dedicated to communication with specific types of 
spiritual powers also exist.24 Americo-Liberians brought with them secret membership institutions, 
such as the Freemasons.25 

The existence of these institutions is tied to Liberians’ religious practices and worldview. Elders of 
the Poro, Sande, and the other Liberian secret societies are those who connect the human world with 
the powerful spirit world. Practices employed by the priests – or zoes – of secret societies include 
use of masks, dance, body markings, charms, ritual trials and punishments, animal sacrifice, and, 
in some cases, cannibalism.26 These traditional religious practices also merge with Christianity and 
Islam, which are important social forces in Liberia. Many Liberians are initiates into indigenous secret 
societies and also practice Christianity.27 Islam forbids participation in such societies, but has its own 
secret groups.28 

Apart from religious communication, dress and hairstyle are of great cultural importance in Liberia. 
The traditional hairstyle for Liberian men was uniformly closely cropped and reflected the hair 
depicted on traditional masks.29 Disheveled hair, such as that worn by many of the combatant groups 
in Liberia, would traditionally have been a sign of “distress, bereavement, or even insanity” 30 and 
would have sent a clear message to other Liberians that this person was well outside any social and 
cultural boundaries. 
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Finally, Liberian society since the arrival of the Americo-Liberian settlers has been characterized by 
dual systems of education, governance, law, and cultural practice. Indigenous systems of education 
(such as the Poro and Sande bush schools31), customary law using traditional methods of trial by 
ordeal,32 reconciliation under the palava hut,33 traditional punishment,34 and the chieftaincy system of 
governance are prominent in the interior areas of Liberia. In contrast, a more Western-styled system 
of education, courts, and bureaucratic governance is found in Monrovia and other larger cities.35 

hiStorical overview

Liberian history is contested and, as in many countries, is perceived as a political undertaking. This 
section seeks only to provide a general outline of certain historical events to provide the reader with 
context for the following report. A timeline of events during the TRC’s mandate period, from 1979 to 
2003, can be found at Appendix G. 

Early History 

Liberia’s current ethnic diversity reflects the many stages of migration to what today is known as 
Liberia. The oldest inhabitants of the Liberian territory include the Gola, Kpelle, Loma, Gbandi, 
Mende, and Mano peoples, who had settled in the area by 6000 B.C.E.36 Later arrivals included the 
Kru, Bassa, Dei, and Grebo peoples, who arrived during the sixteenth century from the west.37 The 
seventeenth century brought the arrival of the Vai and Mandingo, migrating from the north.38 

Beginning in the early nineteenth century, actors within the United States began to play a part in the 
fortunes of the land that is now known as Liberia. As a reaction to America’s own social crisis created 
by the use of Africans as slave labor, a group of prominent Americans began a movement to return 
free African-Americans to Africa.39 They formed an association of abolitionists and whites who 
feared the growth of a free black population in the United States. This group became the American 
Colonization Society and ultimately selected land near the present day capital of Liberia to serve as 
the landing point for the first settlers.40 Settlers officially founded the government of Liberia in 1847.41 

The indigenous African inhabitants of the Liberian territory were generally antagonistic to the 
establishment of the Liberian nation and played no role in the decision-making around its founding 
principles and documents.42 According to Liberia scholar, Jeremy Levitt, the “Dei [the group located 
in the territory initially claimed by the ACS] abhorred the settlers’ presence…[and] they forcefully 
resisted the erection of a ‘colony,’ ‘settlement,’ or ‘dominion’ in Cape Mesurado or at any other location 
on the coast.”43 Indeed, the colonization society settlements and indigenous tribal communities were 
at war over territory and trade routes throughout much of the nineteenth century.44 

The settler-led government in Monrovia engaged in the process of establishing an independent nation. 
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Liberian settler politics from 1883 onward were dominated by a small clique of settler families and 
their allies who governed through the True Whig Party.45 

Indigenous African communities followed their traditional patterns of life while also attempting to 
adapt to settler dominance. After the turn of the century, the settlers had established a system of 
military and administrative control over what was known as the “hinterland,” or the interior.46 This 
area consisted of the land outside of the colonization society settlements that had been recognized 
by the international community as under the control of the settler-led government in Monrovia.47 
The hinterland made up the vast bulk of Liberian territory, and indigenous Liberians constituted 

the vast majority of the population.48 
The Liberian Frontier Force, which 
later became the Armed Forces of 
Liberia (AFL),49 was used as the primary 
instrument of control in the hinterland.50 

Liberia’s rich natural resources led to 
success in establishing international 
commerce from its coast. During the  
1860s, however, Liberia began to face 
economic problems. Liberia took out 
high-interest loans from the United 
States and Europe in the 1870s, be-
coming economically dependent on 
other countries.51 Liberia signed a con-
cession agreement with the Firestone 

corporation in 1926.52 Under the agreement, Liberia leased one million acres of land to Firestone for 
99 years at an annual cost of six cents per acre.53 Rubber soon became Liberia’s biggest export. The 
Firestone plantation became a major driver of Liberia’s economy, employing thousands of workers.

Liberia’s relationship with Firestone led to international attention and criticism when the True Whig 
Party was accused of forcibly recruiting laborers to work on the Firestone plantation and elsewhere in 
a system known as pawning.54 This led to an inquiry by the League of Nations, which concluded that 
officials of the Liberian government had pursued a policy of forcing indigenous Liberians to work in 
slavery-like conditions.55 Although the president of Liberia was forced to resign, the True Whig Party 
remained in power.56 

The Tubman and Tolbert Eras

In 1944, William V.S. Tubman was elected President of Liberia.57 With income from foreign 
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investments and the discovery of minerals, Tubman modernized Liberia’s economy and developed 
some of Liberia’s basic infrastructure.58 During his tenure, Tubman slowly increased the access to 
governing structures for indigenous Liberians.59 Tubman rewarded loyalty with public money and 
suppressed political opposition,60 however. Therefore, the stratification of Liberian society between 
Americo-Liberians and indigenous Liberians persisted. 

By the time Vice-President William Tolbert succeeded Tubman in 1971, many indigenous Liberians 
were frustrated with widespread poverty, lack of basic amenities, and political domination by the 
Americo-Liberians. As one Liberian scholar noted, a “wave of rising expectations overtook Liberians 
following the death of Tubman.”61 In 1972, one year after Tolbert assumed the presidency, the 
Movement for Justice in Africa (MOJA) was organized by professors and students at the University of 
Liberia.62 In 1975, the Progressive Alliance of Liberia (PAL) was established by Liberians living in the 
United States, and PAL opened an office in Liberia in 1978.63 Tolbert, MOJA, and PAL would become 
the primary antagonists in the civil unrest that many believe led to Liberia’s first military coup d’état 
in 1980.

According to Levitt, MOJA and PAL “worked together with numerous other organizations to 
pressure the government to make fundamental changes in the way that it allocated resources and kept 
[indigenous] Liberians and poor, rural and unemployed Liberians of all descents at the periphery of 
decision making…”64 MOJA and PAL took action as a result of two major historical events.65 The 
first was leaked information about a government plan to increase the price of the Liberian staple 
food, rice.66 Second, the government effectively barred “poor and landless Liberians” from exercising 
their right to vote by its invocation of “150-year-old constitutionally based property ownership 
rules.”67 The price increase, in particular, was perceived as an opportunity for members of the ruling 
elite, many of whom had significant economic stakes in Liberia’s cash crops, to benefit personally.68 
The Tolbert administration stated that the price increase was designed to stimulate domestic rice 
production and support small farmers, to slow the rate of migration to urban areas, and to discourage 
rice importation.69 Regardless of its intent, the price increase caused a widespread negative response. 

In 1979, PAL applied for a permit to demonstrate against the proposed price increase and was denied.70 
PAL leaders met with Tolbert in March 1979 and were again ordered not to demonstrate.71 Despite the 
order, PAL called for demonstrations on April 14, 1979.72 Hundreds of people protested, and conflicts 
between police and demonstrators resulted in demonstrators being shot.73 Unleashed by these Rice 
Riots, many people, including some soldiers, turned to looting.”74 Political tensions between Tolbert, 
MOJA, and PAL continued throughout 1979 and 1980.75

Samuel K. Doe Era

On the night of April 12, 1980, a group of soldiers from the AFL staged a military coup against 
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President Tolbert.76 Tolbert was assassinated during the attack on the executive mansion.77 

The military junta, or People’s Redemption Council (PRC), assumed power and chose Samuel K. Doe, 
a member of Liberia’s indigenous Krahn tribe, as PRC co-chair and head of state.78 On August 22, 
1980, 13 members of President Tolbert’s cabinet were marched down to a beachside military barracks, 
tied to poles, stripped, and executed by firing squad.79 Many political figures fled the country, and 
many others were imprisoned.80 

After several years of pressure to return to civilian rule, Doe agreed to a process of constitutional 
reform and elections. Elections were held in 1985 and, while numerous political parties participated, 
the elections were widely seen as fraudulent.81 Doe declared himself and his party, the National 
Democratic Party of Liberia (NDPL), victorious. In November 1985, one month after the election, 
PRC co-founder Thomas Quiwonkpa returned from exile in the United States and attempted a coup 
to topple Doe. The rebellion was violently quashed. Doe was inaugurated as the first president of 
Liberia’s Second Republic in January 1986.82 

Immediately after seizing power, and throughout his regime, Doe’s government engaged in widespread 
human rights violations.83 At the same time, Liberia was a close ally of the United States under the 
administrations of Ronald Reagan and George H.W. Bush. During Doe’s regime, Liberia received 
more than 400 million dollars in foreign aid.84 

Charles Taylor Era

On December 24, 1989, Charles Taylor, a former bureaucrat in the Doe administration who had 
been educated in the United States and who had fled Liberia after being charged with embezzling 
government funds,85 launched an invasion from neighboring Côte d’Ivoire.86 Throughout 1990, Taylor 
and his group of fighters, who called themselves the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL), began 
seizing control of increasing amounts of territory outside Monrovia.87 Many Liberians, frustrated by 
Doe’s oppressive and inept rule, initially welcomed Taylor’s incursion.88

Within six months, Taylor’s NPFL had reached Monrovia and reports of human rights abuses and 
an impending humanitarian crisis demanded international action.89 In response, the Economic 
Community of West African States (ECOWAS) deployed a Cease-fire Monitoring Group peacekeeping 
mission, known as ECOMOG, to Monrovia in August 1990.90 On September 9, 1990, a splinter group 
of the NPFL, Prince Johnson’s Independent National Patriotic Front of Liberia (INPFL), captured 
and tortured Samuel Doe to death.91 The NPFL and Doe’s soldiers signed a ceasefire agreement in 
November; a second peace agreement was signed between an interim government, the NPFL, and 
Doe’s supporters in December.92 Notwithstanding the peace agreements, the fighting continued. The 
United Liberation Movement for Democracy (ULIMO), a rebel group composed of Doe supporters 
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from neighboring Guinea and Sierra Leone, was formed to oppose Taylor. ULIMO invaded Liberia 
in April 1991.93 

Although additional peace agreements were signed by the warring factions throughout 1993 and 1994, 
the conflict continued,94 and other armed factions emerged. In 1995, Taylor agreed to a ceasefire and a 
timeline for the demobilization and disarmament of his troops. Taylor, along with five other factional 
leaders, became members of a collective transitional presidency.95 Elections were held in 1997, and 
Taylor won the presidential election.96

The civil unrest persisted, however. In 1999, exiled Liberians formed armed groups to oppose Taylor. 
Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD) and the Movement for Democracy in 
Liberia (MODEL) launched military campaigns against Taylor’s government.97 

Under international pressure, Taylor stepped down in exchange for asylum in Nigeria on August 11, 
2003.98 Soon thereafter, the warring factions and an interim government signed the Comprehensive 
Peace Agreement in Accra, Ghana, which provided for a transitional government until the 2006 
elections.99 Gyude Bryant was selected to lead the National Transitional Government of Liberia 
(NTGL).100 

Post-conflict Liberia

Since the signing of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement, Liberia has been at the center of several 
historic firsts: the first election of a female president in Africa, Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, and the 
prosecutions of a former national president and his son, Charles Taylor and Chuckie Taylor. 

Under the Comprehensive Peace Agreement, elec- 
tions were held in 2005. On November 23, 2005, 
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf was elected President of 
Liberia. The first democratically elected female 
president in Africa and a member of the Unity 
Party, Sirleaf suffered persecution under prior 
regimes.101 Initially an appointee in Doe’s govern-
ment,102 Sirleaf was later imprisoned in 1985 and 
1986 for criticizing Doe’s administration.103 She 
initially supported Taylor’s NPFL invasion but later 
disassociated herself from the group.104

One of President Sirleaf’s early acts was to inaugurate the TRC. On June 22, 2006, the TRC of Liberia 
was launched. Composed of nine commissioners,105 the TRC was mandated to “promote national 
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peace, security, unity and reconciliation,” while making it possible to hold perpetrators accountable 
for gross human rights violations and violations of international humanitarian law.106 Apart from the 
TRC, two key prosecutions have begun to address the issue of justice for crimes by key actors in the 
Liberian conflict – that of Charles Taylor at the Special Court for Sierra Leone and that of Chuckie 
Taylor in U.S. federal court.

The United Nations and the government of Sierra Leone created the Special Court for Sierra Leone in 
January 2002.107 The objective of the Special Court for Sierra Leone is to “prosecute persons who bear 
the greatest responsibility for serious violations of international humanitarian law and Sierra Leonean 
law committed in the territory of Sierra Leone since 30 November 1996.”108 On March 7, 2003, the 
Special Court for Sierra Leone charged Charles Taylor with war crimes, crimes against humanity, and 
other serious violations of international humanitarian law. The charges allege that Charles Taylor is 
individually criminally responsible for the actions of others, specifically those under his command, 
given his position of executive power.109 Because these criminal charges are brought by the Special 
Court for Sierra Leone, they do not cover Taylor’s criminal actions perpetrated against the Liberian 
people. 

Taylor argued that he was “immune from any exercise of jurisdiction…by virtue of the fact that 
he was, at the time of the issuing of the indictment and warrant of arrest against him, a Head of 
State.”110 For three years, Taylor remained in exile beyond the Special Court’s reach. It was not until a 
request by the Liberian government that Nigerian President Obasanjo delivered Taylor to the Special 
Court on March 29, 2006. To preserve regional stability, Taylor’s trial was transferred to The Hague, 
Netherlands, where he is currently incarcerated.111 Presentation of evidence in the Charles Taylor trial 
began in January 2008. The United Kingdom has agreed to incarcerate Taylor should he be convicted. 

Charles Taylor’s son, Roy Belfast, Jr., a U.S. citizen known as Chuckie Taylor, was indicted in 2006 in 
U.S. federal court for his actions as the head of the Anti-terrorist Unit (ATU), a notorious paramilitary 
unit alleged to be responsible for torture and killings.112 This indictment was the first in the United 
States under a statute criminalizing torture, 18 U.S.C. §2340A.113 The statute brings within the 
jurisdiction of U.S. federal courts all acts of torture committed outside of the United States when 
the offender is a U.S. citizen, national, or is present in the United States.114 On October 30, 2008, a 
federal jury found Chuckie Taylor guilty of torture and conspiracy115 and he was sentenced to 97 years 
in prison.116 Despite these prosecutions, several individuals who played important roles during the 
conflict were elected to public office in Liberia in 2005 and currently hold public office in Liberia.

root cauSeS of the conflict

The mandate of the TRC of Liberia includes “[i]nvestigating the antecedents of the crises which 
gave rise to and impacted on the violent conflict in Liberia.”117 Accordingly, statement givers in the 
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diaspora were asked to discuss their opinions as to what they believed to be the root causes of the 
conflict.118 Overwhelmingly, Liberians in the diaspora identified three major root causes: inequities 
implicit in the structure of the settler-dominated Liberian state, tribalism, and greed/corruption. 

Systemic inequity between the ruling elite and the majority indigenous population, tribal allegiance 
and intertribal conflict, and pervasive corruption were critical factors that led to the collapse of the 
Liberian state. Throughout the war, however, illegal personal enrichment and violent repression of 
opposition were perpetuated by all sides to the conflict. Those with guns became lawless, seeking to 
enrich themselves and targeting those against whom they had personal grudges or anyone who was 
perceived to have benefited from the system prior to the war. Government soldiers took money and 
food from civilians at checkpoints.119 Statement givers again and again described rebel fighters taking 
personal revenge during raids.120 Some statement givers described being targeted because of “money 
arguments.”121 They also described how some people got “rich because they commit atrocities and 
they feel that warfare is…the green light or…the passage to creating wealth.”122 Through each regime 
in Liberia, and all through the conflict period, these root causes as identified by statement givers were 
reflected in widespread violations of basic human rights.

The Americo-Liberian/Indigenous Liberian Divide

Civil war really started from the way the people in Liberia were treated by 
Liberians that returned to the country from America. There was no good 
representation for the tax payer and they did not want the indigenous to be 
educated. They wanted to keep the education limited so they could continue 
to oppress the indigenous. Over time the indigenous began to recognize the 
exploitation and called for a two-party system.123

The systematic exclusion and marginalization of indigenous Africans from the economic, political, 
and social arenas during the many years of Americo-Liberian dominance is widely regarded as one 
of the root causes of the civil crisis. Numerous statement givers in the diaspora identified this as one 
of the primary causal factors.124 Statement givers expressed the opinion that, “indigenous Liberians 
were treated like dirt by Americo-Liberians”125 and “[Americo-Liberians] enriched themselves off the 
backs of the indigenous people, who were kept poor.”126 One statement giver observed: “The very 
seal of the country says ‘The Love of Liberty Brought Us Here,’ which implies that there was no one 
in the country before 1822. This overemphasizes the role of the Americo-Liberians, which I believe 
is a fundamental and very serious problem.”127 

Tensions between indigenous Liberians and settlers existed almost from the first interaction between 
the two groups 130 years before the 1980 coup.128 The new settlement, initially under the control of 
white ACS agents, and then under black settler rule, viewed Western culture, education, and religious 
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practices as superior to practices of indigenous Africans. Statement givers opined that, “[w]hen the ex-
slaves arrived in Liberia from the United States, they brought with them segregation. They drew a line 
between themselves and the indigenous people of West Africa.”129 Even the leadership reflected this 
sense of superiority, as Liberia’s first president, J.J. Roberts, reportedly called indigenous Liberians “a 
heathen and barbarous people.”130 

Americo-Liberians demonstrated their contempt for indigenous culture 
in many ways: by their reluctance to marry indigenous Liberian women 
with whom they had informal liaisons, by their ceaseless efforts to convert 
indigenous Liberians to Christianity, by ordinances against public nudity…, 
by efforts to replace indigenous Liberian traditional land ownership (based 
on use and need) with private ownership, and by de facto segregation in 
towns.131

This attitude set the stage for systematic exclusion 
and marginalization of indigenous Liberians as 
settlers consolidated power. While Americo-
Liberians constituted only a small percentage of the 
population,132 this small minority group effectively 
dominated the majority indigenous Africans 
politically, economically, and socially for more than 
100 years. Americo-Liberians were, as historian 
Stephen Ellis writes, “as much a social and political 
class, a type of aristocracy, as they were a true ethnic 
group.”133 

During the years of settler rule in Liberia, 
government policies focused on consolidation 
of power among the ruling elite in Monrovia. In 
addition to establishing an indirect rule system to 
collect taxes from the hinterland for the central 
government,134 the government used the Liberian 
Frontier Force to “quell internative conflict, collect 
taxes, and enforce government mandates.”135 
Historians and statement givers alike describe 

violence and intimidation inflicted in the interior by the Liberian Frontier Force.136 In the Liberian 
Frontier Force and its successor, the AFL, the officer corps was made up of Americo-Liberians, while 
the rank and file soldiers were indigenous Liberians.137 Such a system began to provide incentives for 
consolidation of loyalty to the state among indigenous Liberians who gained benefits from aligning 
with the settler elites. 
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Once effective military control was established over the territory of Liberia, policies to ensure the 
perpetuation of the settlers’ political and cultural system focused on political, economic, and social 
power. Liberia was a one-party state dominated by the True Whig Party, which was founded by the 
settlers in 1869.138 The True Whig party ruled the country continuously from the late nineteenth 
century until President Tolbert’s assassination in 1980.139 Power was concentrated in the presidency, 
especially under Liberia’s longest ruling leader, President William V.S. Tubman. An attempt at political 
opposition under Tubman ended in 1955, with an assassination attempt against the president and the 
suppression of the opposition.140 

Not only did Americo-Liberians dominate politics, but their leading cultural and religious institutions, 
such as the Freemasons and the Christian churches, were key opportunities for upward social 
mobility.141 Prior to 1980, Liberia was reportedly stratified along social and class lines so rigid that 
one statement giver described it as an “apartheid” approach.142 One scholar, Ayodeji Olukoju, has 
described Liberia’s stratification in the following way:

[In the 1960s, Monrovia] was subdivided into three distinct social groups 
arranged in a pyramidal order. At the apex were the elite and honorables, 
followed by the civilized in the middle, with the tribal or uncivilized at 
the base of the pyramid. The civilized comprised clerks, schoolteachers, 
nurses, and junior officials. Drivers, mechanics, domestics, technicians, 
and electricians occupied the transitional zone between civilized and 
tribal. Outside Monrovia, this unwritten class or social differentiation…
was reinforced even by the activities of formal groups known as civilized 
committees or civilized communities or elements, which existed to promote 
relations between the local elites and the central government.143

Liberians of indigenous descent had few options for full participation in Liberian society. Other than 
joining the army, the best way for an indigenous Liberian to advance was through the ward system. 
Indigenous Liberians could gain a quality education and thus access to economic power only through 
attendance at schools in Monrovia. To attend such schools, indigenous children became “wards” of 
Americo-Liberian families.144 As one statement giver described it, “[i]n the past, the only way the 
illiterate could go to school was through patronage.”145 Liberia scholar J. Gus Liebenow noted that 
the ward system was legally recognized in Liberia in 1838. “In return for food, clothing, shelter, and 
often education as well, the ward helped out with the farming and other chores. When the system was 
abused, it differed little from domestic slavery. In many instances, however, a ward was fully adopted 
into the Americo-Liberian family and permitted to bear the family name, inherit property, and enjoy 
the prestige of his ‘father.’”146

According to Levitt, “Most settler Liberians…realized that in order for the oligarchy to survive, it 
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would have to make concessions to its native populace.”147 Tubman made some concessions through 
the Open Door and Unification policies.148 These policies were designed to encourage foreign 
economic investment and to bring more indigenous Liberians into government. While the Open 
Door economic policy resulted in rapid economic growth in Liberia, it was growth that benefited 
the Monrovia elite and excluded indigenous Liberians. 149 Tubman’s successor, President Tolbert, 
went further and opened the door for a political opposition that Tubman had never allowed.150 By 
the 1970s, a “counter-elite” was emerging of young people from indigenous backgrounds who had 
completed college and graduate education.151 The 1979 Rice Riots were an example of the efforts of 
the counter-elite, or student leaders, who called on their followers to demonstrate.152 The Tolbert 
government responded with violent suppression of the opposition.153 

Tensions between the settler elite and the indigenous population reached their apex with the 
assassination of President Tolbert in 1980. One of the former Tolbert government ministers who 
was imprisoned and narrowly escaped execution after the coup described how some imprisoned 
government officials were initially saved from death solely because they were considered to be of 
“pure” indigenous background – soldiers who were ordered to carry out the executions refused to do 
so because they would not kill a fellow indigenous Liberian.154 After Tolbert’s execution, Liberians 
of indigenous descent celebrated,155 danced, and sang “[n]ative woman born soldiers, soldiers killed 
Tolbert,” with the hope that the military junta would end the more than 133 years of Americo-
Liberian rule.156 

Tribalism 

Scholars note that although “tribal” identity and conflict in the region that became known as Liberia 
had been a factor since pre-settler days,157 the notion that there are 16 clearly defined tribal groups 
in Liberia is a fiction that emerged along with the development of the modern Liberian state.158 Yet 
“tribalism” – tribal conflict and allegiance – was identified as a root cause of the Liberian conflict 
by numerous statement givers in the diaspora. Many statement givers also described policies that 
favored one tribe over another, leading to deep divisions based on ethnic identity. Some statement 
givers expressed the opinion that conflict leaders used ethnic strife to fuel the war.159 While members 
of all ethnic groups in Liberia suffered human rights abuses during the conflict, the favoritism and 
targeting of individuals based on identification with the Krahn, Gio, Mano, and Mandingo tribes was 
particularly significant. 

Statement givers frequently attributed the rise in indigenous ethnic tension to the policies of former 
President Samuel K. Doe, who was reported to have favored members of his own Krahn tribe, as well 
as Mandingos. Statement givers who were involved in the Doe government point out that initially 
many of the key positions in the PRC government were held by individuals from non-Krahn ethnic 
groups.160 The following commentary, however, is representative of the view of many statement givers:
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Because most of the PRC members were of the ethnic Krahn tribe, they 
began practicing tribalism and nepotism, placing a premium on members 
of the Krahn tribe only. Most of the key government positions were filled 
with Krahn men and women, some of whom could neither read nor write.161

By most estimates, Krahns made up less than five percent of the Liberian population in the early 
1980s.162 As the Doe era progressed through the 1980s, however, Krahns were appointed to a 
disproportionate number of positions in the government and in the AFL.163 Statements described 
how Krahn employees were appointed to higher positions of authority than non-Krahn employees, 
regardless of their ability. One U.K. statement giver recalled: 

that a key official was appointed who could not even read and write, just 
because he was a Krahn and the uncle of the then Head of State. A qualified 
person would be appointed to each Government post who could come 
from any tribe, but there was always a “watchdog” from the Krahn tribe 
appointed as well.164 

The perception was echoed by a statement giver from Providence, Rhode Island in her TRC statement: 

When President Doe took over Liberia, he put family and those belonging 
to the Krahn tribe, or with connections to the Krahn tribe, into positions 
of power whether or not they had the skills to handle those positions. 
Realizing that many of those put into power would not have the requisite 
skills, President Doe would match those he put in positions of power with 
individuals who did have the necessary skills. President Doe’s people would 
become managers and those with the true skill would be assistant managers. 
My husband was one of the people with knowledge, and his boss was 
manager solely because of his family connections.165

Mandingos, known in Liberia for their trading and economic activities, shifted their loyalty and 
support from the Americo-Liberian regime to Samuel K. Doe,166 who rewarded them with official 
positions in government as well as trade privileges.167 Although they have been in Liberia for 
generations, Mandingos have historically been viewed by other Liberian ethnic groups as foreigners.168 
This shifting of support to the Doe regime added to resentment against the Mandingo, particularly in 
Nimba County, as many of the Mandingos appointed to official positions were there.169 

Doe’s favoritism toward his own tribe and others whose support he hoped to gain extended to all 
public and private sectors of Liberian society. Many statements detail examples of government and 
private discrimination against non-Krahns in employment, housing, education, and other areas. One 
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statement giver reported how his neighbor, a Krahn, kept repeating that he was now a “first-class 
citizen” because he was from the same tribe as Doe.170 A Mano statement giver described how he joined 
Doe’s army, where he excelled and became a company first platoon leader.171 Because of his experience 
and high school education, President Doe promised him a scholarship to attend West Point.172 To 
his disappointment, he did not receive the scholarship because, he believed, he was not Krahn.173 A 
Gio statement giver described how she applied to the University of Liberia in 1980.174 She passed her 
national exams and was accepted by the university while in the twelfth grade.175 Nevertheless, both 
she and her sister were unable to enroll in the university. She believes that the university president, 
who was Krahn, took her name off the list because it was obviously Gio.176 Later she also experienced 
difficulties in finding housing in the town of Kakata, in western Liberia, despite the availability of 
multiple units. She believes she again was denied consideration because of her name.177 

Subsequent events continued to 
deepen the ethnic divide. In the 
1985 presidential election, Jackson 
F. Doe, a Gio from Nimba County, 
was widely believed to have de-
feated Samuel K. Doe, a Krahn.178 
The attempted coup by Thomas 
Quiwonkpa, a Gio from Nimba 
County and one time PRC associate 
of Samuel K. Doe, and Doe’s 
violent retaliation against residents 
of Nimba County escalated the 
tension among tribes, particularly 
between Gio and Krahn. Those 
affiliated with Nimba County and its 
predominant tribes, the Gio and the 
Mano, were targeted in Monrovia and across Liberia. Numerous statement givers cited Doe’s revenge 
as engendering hatred and revenge-seeking by the Gio and Mano tribal groups against members of 
the Krahn tribe.179 One statement giver who now lives in Atlanta told the TRC of losing her uncle in 
the post 1985 coup retaliation: 

Doe’s soldiers had targeted people from the Mano and Gio tribes…Doe’s 
soldiers caught [my uncle] as he walked on the street, when they asked him 
in what tribe he belonged. He said, “Mano,” and Doe’s soldiers executed 
him there by slashing his throat…[He] was such a kind, gentle man that did 
not deserve to die that way…[He] would have been identifiable by his speech 
alone because the Mano tribe speaks a very unique way from that of the 
other tribes and are easy to target.180
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Statement givers detailed how government soldiers arrested government employees with Gio, Mano, 
or Nimba County affiliations. One Gio statement giver described how soldiers arrested her husband 
three times.181 Although they never provided a reason for his arrests, she believed it was because of his 
government role and Gio background:182 

My husband was imprisoned for nearly three months and was kept in an 
underground cell in Monrovia that I described as a “lion’s den.” He was 
tortured and beaten while kept in confinement, his whereabouts unknown 
to me. While I was terrified to hear about what he had gone through after he 
was freed, I was thankful that he was still alive…

My husband was arrested a second time, not long after his first arrest…
Again, he was not told why he was being arrested…While imprisoned, he 
was beaten and deprived of food. I tried to visit my husband while he was in 
jail, but I was not allowed to see him. The food I provided was not given to 
him. Eventually, he was freed from jail…

My husband was arrested a third time and I did not know where he was 
held. After release, he recounted some gruesome stories of being tied to the 
back of a pickup truck and being dragged across the ground. During his 
imprisonment, I saw him on the television…A captive was decapitated right 
next to my husband. My husband was hit with the decapitated head so hard 
that he passed out. The soldiers soiled him with feces and urine while he 
was passed out.183 

Some statements described how this targeting was perpetrated against the very young as well to 
prevent the emergence of a future opposition. Statement givers reported accounts of Doe’s forces 
exacting revenge on the residents of Nimba County by taking babies and killing them, generally by 
drowning them in wells.184 Other statement givers reported that Doe forces rounded up children in 
Nimba and had them buried alive so that they could not “grow up and seek revenge.”185 Regardless of 
the truth of such reports, they persist in the Liberian consciousness. As late as the NPFL invasion in 
1989, statement givers reported that Doe’s forces were drowning people in wells in Nimba in revenge 
for Quiwonkpa’s coup attempt and for Nimba County’s support of Taylor’s invasion.186 

Ethnic divisions became fundamental to the civil war when Charles Taylor’s rebel forces invaded in 
1990.187 TRC statements from the diaspora are replete with stories of NPFL fighters targeting Krahns 
and Mandingos,188 while Doe’s armed forces targeted Gios and Manos.189 In the case of Mandingos, 
who are predominantly Muslim, statement givers also reported having to change their names and 
attire to avoid being targeted.190 Krahn, Mandingo, Gio, and Mano tribes were not the only ones 
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targeted. For example, people with names that sounded Americo-Liberian were also targeted.191 Many 
statement givers described witnessing persons singled out for brutal treatment at checkpoints because 
of their alleged tribal affiliation or the language they spoke.192

Corruption

Both statement givers and scholars identify rampant corruption as one of the causes of 25 years of 
conflict in Liberia. One statement giver summarized: “[T]here is deep-rooted corruption in Liberia, 
which is very sad. If anyone tries to exercise integrity, they are laughed at. If you don’t steal from the 
government, you’re seen as stupid.”193 

Perceived government corruption194 was one of the factors that led to the coup against President 
Tolbert in 1980. Similarly, the PRC and Doe administration’s continuation of corrupt practices can 
be viewed as a major cause of the subsequent 14-year civil war.195 Corruption continued during the 
years from 1990 to 2003, and in fact was “aggravated during the years of civil war when most of the 
interim governments were created based on a peace formula whereby appointments in Government 
were based on warring faction membership and loyalty…”196

Liberia’s extensive corruption is generally attributed to several factors. According to the Government 
of Liberia’s own Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy (IPRS) “over-concentration of power” in the 
hands of the urban Americo-Liberian ruling elite led to corruption, “restricted access to the decision-
making process, and limited the space for civil society participation in governance processes.”197 
A second factor is the traditional dominance of the Executive Branch – and within the Executive, 
the overwhelming dominance of the President – over the other constitutionally equal branches of 
government.198 The President not only controlled the Armed Forces but also had disproportionate 
influence over the national budget, particularly appropriations and disbursements.199 After an 
attempted coup in 1955, Tubman further consolidated power in the presidency and began developing 
a network of civilian spies and specialized security personnel for protection.200

Third, “the limited state of civil service rules and policies in Liberia [furthered a system] whereby 
the president…influenced or made appointments to key civil service positions below the directorial 
level.”201 A report commissioned by Transparency International notes that, as a result of the President’s 
extraordinary power over public sector employment, Liberian presidents for decades influenced 
decisions regarding the recipients of almost “every public contract, permit, license, etc.”202 This, 
according to the report, “…led to poor governance, inefficient management, and limited accountability 
in the public sector, which caused and/or contributed to many acts of corruption, including abuse of 
functions, trading in influences, and bribery.”203

These problems were further compounded by problems inherent in the justice system. Judges in 
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Liberia have always been subject to “political, social, familial, and financial pressures” 204 because the 
judiciary has never been adequately compensated. As one statement giver noted, “they should pay the 

civil servants better. They need to restructure the 
government and give the civil servants something 
to feed the children. If the government does not 
feed the children, the corruption will be there. The 
country’s legal system needs to be stronger.”205 
Low wages and unattractive conditions of service 
meant that many lawyers were not willing to work 
in the Liberian judicial system. 206 This contributes 
to the struggles of the justice system, including the 
infrastructure and corruption problems.207 At the 
lower levels of the courts, corruption was due in 
large part to the meager salaries paid to Justices of 
the Peace and magistrates.208 Such an environment 
led to corruption and allowed people with money to 
act with impunity.209

Corrupt practices resulting in illicit enrichment of 
public officials appear to have been widespread 
both before and during the time period under 
examination by the TRC. Even in 2006 – three 
years after Charles Taylor went into exile – “…a 
substantial percentage of all the private wealth in 
Liberia [was] held by current or former government 

officials.”210 Corruption in “state-owned enterprises, regulatory agencies and parastatal enterprises”211 
was of particular concern.

Illicit enrichment during the period of Americo-Liberian rule is well documented. During the 
True Whig Party’s administration, a few state officials held a cumulative wealth that was greater 
than Liberia’s total budget; the government at times borrowed money from these officials.212 The 
U.S. Department of State also noted in 1980, that “[c]orruption was rampant among high officials 
including the President and his family.”213 Information provided by one statement giver was typical 
of perceptions of illicit enrichment of high-ranking government officials: “In the 1970s, President 
Tolbert used money to build two housing projects that were supposed to be for low-income people, 
but he built big houses that were lived in by the government ministers.”214 

A long history of corrupt practices exists in the armed forces, particularly related to soldiers abusing 
their position to obtain material goods. One statement giver described President Tubman sending 
soldiers to capture the statement giver’s father in 1955.215 The soldiers came into the village, “grabbing 
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chickens, food, animals, and things.”216 At least one scholar has noted a clear progression from the 
breakdown in discipline among the AFL to the fighting factions during the 1990s that in many cases 
were nothing more than armed gangs.217 When the AFL changed its recruiting practices in the 1960s, 
it began to recruit from Monrovia’s urban poor:

[L]acking property rights in both indigenous and “Western-oriented” 
societies, members of this group could become easily mobilized for plunder 
of both rural villages and for mayhem in cities. It was members of the 
lumpen military and others from the same social pool…that constituted the 
core of not only the security forces of the Doe regime but also those of 
Charles Taylor and other armed groups in the Liberian conflict.218

Following the 1980 coup, problems with illicit enrichment of public employees continued.219 Shortly 
after the PRC took power, “government employment expanded rapidly, apparently far in excess of any 
reasonable projection of the demand for public services.”220 Those who obtained these government 
jobs did relatively well. Lower level government workers earned approximately four times the national 
per capita income.221 Those who worked for government-owned corporations also enjoyed substantial 
benefits.222 

Doe used both government and private companies to divert funds for personal use.223 This widespread 
government corruption led to the departure of several foreign companies from Liberia in the latter 
half of the 1980s.224 Doe then turned to more surreptitious commercial activities by eschewing the 
more regulated foreign firms in favor of preexisting personal connections and trade in commodities 
(such as timber, rubber, gold and diamonds) that could be easily masked.225 Thus, use of more discrete 
channels of trade made state oversight of commerce increasingly difficult.226 

Statement givers shared their personal experiences with regard to the corrupt practices. A statement 
giver reported that in the 1990s he witnessed corruption as a driver for an American company. The 
project was supposed to pay them $450 in U.S. currency per month. But he and his coworkers were 
only paid $35 per month. His coworker discovered financial statements showing that the company 
claimed to pay workers $350 in salary and $100 per diem, but the decimal point had been moved 
so they only needed to pay them $35.227 Another statement giver reported depositing money into a 
Liberian bank and expecting $50,000 in U.S. currency to be transferred to his account in New York.228 
The money was not wired on time, and calls to the bank went unanswered. 229 Eventually, 50,000 
Liberian dollars was transferred into his account several months later. 230

One of the most highly publicized incidents of corruption under Doe involved his eventual 
successor, Charles Taylor, who fled to the United States after being accused of embezzlement. A 
witness from Minnesota told the TRC that she worked with Taylor when he was responsible for 
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government purchasing as Director of General Services Administration in the Doe government. As 
an administrative assistant to the Deputy Director for Administration, she helped negotiate a lucrative 
contract for spare parts with a local supplier. She stated that Taylor refused to sign the contract, 
however, and directed that the parts be purchased from another entity. When the parts failed to 
arrive, she conducted an investigation and discovered the deal was a sham, the entity did not exist, 
and the funds had been sent to a Swiss bank account.231

Once Taylor won the presidency his efforts at personal enrichment were often aided by the majority 
support he enjoyed in Parliament that allowed him to take over functions and divert resources from 
other branches of government.232 For example, in 1999, Taylor appropriated the Forestry Department’s 
revenues from Liberian timber exports.233 Another practice was to increase the price of staples and 
take part of the rate increase for himself.234 A 2002 report aptly summarized the extent of Taylor’s 
corrupt management:

The system was started in the National Patriotic Front of Liberia territory 
in 1990 and merely extended to Monrovia when Taylor won the presidency. 
It might be described as appropriating the entire tradable economy into a 
single firm, with Charles Taylor as Chief Executive Officer and majority 
shareholder. Industries are parceled out to the small group of businessmen 
in Taylor’s inner circle – fellow shareholders in “Liberia Inc.”235

One major development under Taylor was the re-designation of the Liberian Maritime Registry 
administrator, which thereby increased government control over the shipping industry. Under its 
50-year administration, the Liberian Maritime Registry remitted around $700 million to the Liberian 
Government.236 The previous administrator, the U.S.-based International Registries, Inc., was viewed 
as a well run and highly efficient registry, in part because its management of the registry was completely 
independent of the Liberian Government.237 In 1999, however, the Liberian government signed an 
agreement to transfer administration of the registry from International Registries, Inc. to the Liberian 
International Ship and Corporate Registry, run by Taylor associates.238 

This change allowed Taylor to divert millions of dollars from the shipping industry. Although the 
Minister of Finance was to have exclusive control over the registry revenue,239 he acknowledged a 
“significant diversion of the maritime funds for extra-budgetary uses by the Executive Mansion.”240 
In addition to providing funds to Taylor, the Liberian International Ship and Corporate Registry 
directly or indirectly aided Taylor and the civil war by agreeing to send registry revenue to non-
governmental bank accounts.241 The U.N. Panel of Experts found that this money was used for the 
delivery of weapons, including submachine guns, which were smuggled into Liberia from Uganda.242

Taylor also entered into contracts that granted him lucrative interests. For example, the American 
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televangelist Pat Robertson’s Freedom Gold Ltd. signed an agreement with Taylor in 1999, so as 
to gain development rights to diamonds and gold in Liberia. 243 Despite the Liberian government’s 
refusal to ratify the agreement, Freedom Gold started a diamond mining venture in southeastern 
Liberia in 2000. Subsequently, it became known that Taylor had a ten percent ownership interest in 
Freedom Gold.244 

As described by statement givers, Taylor’s illicit economic activity aggravated an already unstable 
situation and contributed to the rise of armed groups aiming to oust him during the second Liberian 
civil war.245
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